
Rural Aperture Project Story 3:
The equity of economic opportunity in rural America

Anote ondata:

As depicted in our �irst story on rural de�initions, rural can be a challenging term to de�ine. In the
context of this story, we use the nonmetropolitan de�inition to de�ine rural whenwe only have
access to county-level data, andwe refer to these as “nonmetro” areas.Whenwe have access to
census tract-level data, we use a combination of the nonmetro de�inition and tracts withinmetro
counties that are rural in character (based on theRUCA classi�ication).We refer to these as
“nonmetro plus” areas to indicate that we are including beyond just the nonmetro de�inition. Unless
otherwise noted, we use the “nonmetro plus” de�inition in this story when referring to rural
populations.

De�initions and notes on the U.S.. Census: De�initions for race and ethnicity are complex and
multifaceted, formore information on howwe approach this data please refer to our second story
onhowdata shapes conceptions of diversity in rural America and you can also �ind more
resources here.

Introduction

Disparities in social and economic outcomes between rural and nonrural
communities have beenwell-documented for decades. Recently, the rise of the
knowledge economy, driven by technological advancements, has accelerated
economic inequities, and the concentration of key ingredients supporting
knowledge economies in large cities has only intensi�ied this trend (Moretti, 2013;
Gbohoui et al, 2019; Muro & Perry, 2020).

These are patterns of economic disparity that we can see repeating and amplifying
over time: By December 2022, 63% of rural counties had fewer jobs than they did
before the Great Recession in August 2007, while nonrural counties had both
recovered and exceeded their pre-recession employment (BLS). And zooming out
even further from the present day, we can see evidence of this trend over the last
half-century as a gulf emerged between rural and nonrural employment:
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Economic opportunity also starkly varies by race, location, and class. About 80% of
counties with long-term, persistent poverty are rural, and in approximately 25% of
those counties people of colormake up a higher share (2021 ACS). These trends bear
out in other indicators of economic wellbeing too.While overall employment in
rural areas has increased by 7% in the last 10 years, employment in Black andNative
American or Alaska Native communities has increased at a far slower rate, 3.4% and
3.3% respectively (2012 & 2021 ACS).

In addition to the slower overall employment growth experienced in rural areas
since 1970, the primary industries that aremost often associatedwith rural
economies actually decreased in their share of the total employment in rural
counties. Agriculture, manufacturing, andmining now account for less than 25% of
rural employment, in large part due to automation technology:
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Yet, as these traditional rural industries became less signi�icant contributors to rural
employment and economic activity, there has not been a corresponding shift in
attention toward the industries that comprise the knowledge economy, nor toward
the inputs needed to grow these industries. The continued focus on those traditional
rural industries by policymakers and others has diverted attention from addressing
the broader needs of rural communities. But investing in rural knowledge
economies has become crucial as regional divergence continues to widen.

These investments are not just critical for rural economies, but also to the health and
wellbeing of rural residents because economic stability of a community is shown to
have a direct impact on the people who live there. Diminished economic growth
means lessmoney flowing through a community to support the institutions that
allow a place to thrive— schools, hospitals, small businesses, and cultural
establishments. The economicmarginalization of some rural communities has
contributed to declines in educational attainment, worsening health disparities,
population loss, andmore (Rural Health InformationHub, 2022).

Knowledge economies, meanwhile, expand educational and �inancial access, and
create new opportunities for social and economicmobility, helping to break cycles of
poverty. In order for rural Americans to realize the bene�its of the country’s
increasing prosperity wemust diversify rural economies and invest in their ability to
participate in and create their own knowledge economies. All too often this is a
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critical economic development focus that is put aside in rural development e�orts in
favor of themore immediate bene�its of attracting traditional production
businesses.

We tend to think of cities as the neccesary homes of technological innovation, and
rural areas as places that, by contrast, have not been able to keep up. However, we
rarely discuss themechanisms behindwhy that has been true, andwhat could be
done to adapt them for rural settings.

In this third story of our Rural Aperture Project, we’ve set out to understand the
equity of economic opportunity in rural America.We explore how the booming
knowledge economy of the last four decades has contributed to the growing
disparity in opportunity between rural and nonrural places, the underlying context
for how that happened, and howwe can begin to address it going forward.

It is important to apply an equity lens to howwe understand these disparities,
becausewe know that existing economic forces are systematically bene�itting
certain populations at the expense of others. Rural populations in particular have
been geographicallymarginalized over time and bear the brunt of this economic
burden (Breathitt, 1967; Rasmussen, 1985; Pipa &Geismar, 2022; Frederick &Ortiz,
2020). And rural residents of color face evenmore obstacles due to the intersection
of structural racism and geographicmarginalization (Horne et al., 2021; ChangeLab
Solutions).

Using equity as an analytical tool allows us to explore these intersections of place,
race, and class in how rural people are able to access economic opportunity in the
U.S. It helps us understand that the current economic disparities faced bymany
rural residents are not a failure of rural areas. This didn’t happen because people in
rural areas aren't trying hard enough or aren't smart enough. Rather, it's because
there are policies and biases that have concentrated resources and investment
elsewhere,making it harder for rural areas to compete (Pipa &Geismar, 2021). As the
saying goes, every system is perfectly designed to get the results it gets. The complex
system that is our American economy is, in its current form, designed to keep rural
America poor whether we realize it or not. If wewant a di�erent outcome, we need a
di�erent system.

Adopting an equity lens will allow us to unpack the systemic barriers and advantages
that have led to the concentration of economic growth in a handful of urban areas
and the exclusion of rural areas from participating in the knowledge economy. For
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this we utilize a framework adapted from the Urban Institute that asks us to look not
just at the outcomes of inequity, but also to trace back themany di�erent root causes
thatmight be beneath them by examining:

1. The historical context of the issue
2. The quality of resources or bene�its available to speci�ic groups
3. Equity in the distribution of and access to resources or bene�its (Lewis &

Martín, 2019)
4. Procedural fairness in the “structures, institutions, and systems” relevant to

the issue

Understanding these root causes will allow us to craft the right solutions to these
issues— otherwise we risk �inding the right solution to thewrong problem.
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Historical context
Technological advances in the 19th and early 20th centuries spurred economic growth
and productivity. However, since the 1970s, globalization and the shift toward the
knowledge economy has coincided with greater regional inequality and a decline in the
core industries in rural areas. It is important to acknowledge that economic bene�its
are not uniformly distributed. Without appropriate and suf�icient interventions, the
concentration of poverty in rural regions may continue to perpetuate, impacting future
generations.
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For decades rural Americans have been burdened by geographic discrimination,
racism, and classism. Rural communities have frequently been the last to receive
critical infrastructure that would otherwise allow them to participate in emerging
industries— electricity in the last century, broadband internet this century— and
have been built around supporting extractive industries. Together, these factors
have sentmany rural communities into cycles of disinvestment and decline, making
it harder for them to build positive economicmomentum.

Throughout the 19th and 20th centuries, advancements in agricultural technology,
such asmechanized equipment, led to increased productivity and reduced demand
formanual labor in the sector (Dimitri, E�and, & Conklin, 2005; Goetz, Partridge, &
Stephens, 2017). This shifted the landscape of economic growth and the
development of rural America. As innovations inmachinery, tools, andmethods
streamlined processes, the percentage of the U.S. workforce employed in agriculture
went from 41% to 4% between 1900 and 1970, andmany of these workers shifted into
factory jobs (Dimitri, E�and, & Conklin, 2005).

The adoption of these technologies allowed for factory towns to develop in new
places across rural America, aided by the expanded availability of electricity and,
later, the growth of the interstate highway system, attracting displaced agricultural
labor and leading to the “densi�ication” of rural areas that eventually grew into
smaller cities and industrial hubs. This industrialization brought about a boom in
prosperity, enabling these places to catch up tomore developed regions of the
country (Eckert, Juneau, & Peters, 2023; Barro & Sala-i-Martin, 1992; Phelps, 2021).
During this period, the economic growth occurringwithin rural countiesmeant local
workers didn’t have to leave to �ind economic opportunity — but it also camewithout
the scale necessary to draw external labor pools into these new hubs (Eckert, Juneau,
& Peters, 2023). These technological advances proved economically bene�icial to
rural areas inmany respects, but laid the groundwork for impending economic
shifts that eventually displacedmany rural jobs.

However, industrialization didn’t bene�it all rural Americans. Agricultural workers
were often excluded from labor laws, which hindered their ability to unionize or
advocate for fair wages and better working conditions (Ajilore &Willingham, 2022;
Hardy, Logan, & Parman, 2018). And it's essential to note that during the 19th
century, a signi�icant portion of farm labor in the Southwas forced upon enslaved
Blacks. Even after slavery ended,many Blackworkers found themselves trapped in
the unfair system of sharecropping.White farmworkers who didn't own land faced
challenges too, often being ignored by rural development and aid projects (Ajilore &
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Willingham, 2022; Horne et al., 2021). During the 19th and early 20th centuries, U.S.
policies systematically displacedNative American tribes from their ancestral lands,
with policies like the 1886 General Allotment Act that sold o�Native land to
non-native people and geographically segregated rural Native populations (CORI;
Urban IndianHealth Commission; Lofthouse &McKinley, 2022; Horne et al., 2021).

Widespread discrimination and segregation limited access to essential resources
like education and healthcare for rural people of color as well as non-landowning
white workers. The geographic concentration of these populations coincidedwith
that of low-wageworkers in rural areas whowere frequently subjected to the
influence of a small number of dominant local industries (Shaefer & Edin, 2023;
Goetz et al, 2017). This dynamic trappedmany regions in cycles of poverty,making it
dif�icult for both individuals andwhole regions to break free from economic
hardship even generations later, especially among rural individuals of color. (Hardy,
Logan, & Parman, 2018; Henry-Nickie & Seo, 2022).

Indeed, industrialization sparked dramatic shifts in the economic composition of
rural areas such that, by 1967, a national advisory commission admonished federal
development programs for focusing toomuch on farms as drivers of economic
opportunity. Theywrote:

“  Technological progress brought sharp declines in the manpower needs of
agriculture, forestry, �isheries, and mining. Other industries have not replaced
the jobs lost…For all practical purposes, then, most of the 14 million people in our
[rural] poverty areas are outside our market economy. So far as they are
concerned, the dramatic economic growth of the United States might as well
never have happened. It has brought them few rewards. They are on the outside
looking in, and they need help.” (Breathitt, 1967, pg xi)

The economic growth of the country, including and often led by rural areas, used to
be driven by the production of tradable goods— items that can be sold or exchanged
between di�erent places, like cars, manufactured goods, or crops. But over time,
automation, technological innovation, and globalization have had profound
structural e�ects on our economic landscape, and have contributed to the rise in
value of tradable services. Since the 1970s, the rise of the knowledge economy and
an intensi�ication of globalization has signi�icantly transformed the U.S. economy.

The knowledge economy puts a premiumon knowledge, skills, and intellectual
property as the key drivers of growth and competitiveness, requiring specialized
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workers, educational institutions, and investors for success. And the prevailing
economic incentives changed accordingly as ourmain sources of economic growth
shifted from production— the number of things produced— to knowledge creation
and innovation— how innovative the product, or themeans of production, is. As
economist EnricoMoretti put it: “Today little value remains in the production of
goods that anybody canmake. Good jobs and salaries increasingly come from the
production of new ideas, new knowledge, and new technologies.” (Moretti, 2013)

This period has been characterized by a notable economic shift wherein
agglomeration bene�its have played a crucial role. The e�ects of agglomerationwere
ampli�ied in places where there were already concentrations of talent, resources,
and potential customers. Andwhat emerged from these dynamics was a polarization
of economic opportunity: Urban areas such as Dallas, Boston, the Bay Area, Los
Angeles, andNewYork continued to drive growth via technology and innovation,
while areas lacking such industries fell behind as workers and jobs became
concentrated in those same cities (Moretti, 2013).
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The lack of access to opportunities in high-growth sectors has limited economic
opportunities in rural areas (Goetz et al, 2017). Over the last 20 years tradable
services have represented a larger share of the economy in nonrural areas than in
rural areas, while rural employment is still largely composed of jobs reliant on
tradable goods— industries like natural resource extraction, large-scale agriculture,
andmanufacturing that are export-reliant, making themparticularly vulnerable to
the e�ects of globalization (Goetz et al, 2017). This disparity exists because policy and
investment priorities weremisalignedwith the needs of a changingmarket, limiting
rural areas’ ability to shift as quickly to tradable services as globalization and
automation negatively a�ected their tradable goods sector.

The impact of tech and knowledge economy jobs
Knowledge economy and tech jobs are often viewed as "high quality" due to their competitive
compensation, rapid growth, and resilience to automation. Research has shown positive
socioeconomic bene�its on communities where these jobs are present, contributing to
economic mobility and a potential multiplier e�ect on job quantity and wages. Conversely,
regions with fewer of these jobs might experience challenges in socioeconomic advancement
opportunities, contributing to disparities in regional prosperity.

In a production economy, tradable goods serve as the primary growth drivers, but in
our current knowledge economy, it is often tradable services— such as banking,
�inance, consulting, tourism, and technology— that drive themost growth. These
industries provide services that can be sold to customers inside and outside of the
local economy.
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High-paying jobs that require advanced education are often referred to as “high
quality” or “high skill” since they requiremore training to qualify and generally lead
to greater �inancial stability.We recognize, however, that all labor is skilled labor, and
that there aremany di�erent types of quality employment. For the purposes of this
story, we are exploring the access and bene�its related to a speci�ic subset of
high-paying jobs: Tech jobs. Rural workers in computer andmath occupations,
frequently used as a proxy for tech jobs, earned an average of $78,843 in 2022
(Bureau of Labor Statistics). These occupations had the �ifth-highest average annual
wage in rural areas, and the third-highest in the U.S. overall.

There is evidence showing that these types of jobs are not only lucrative themselves
but can also drive up the pay of other jobs in the local economy and stimulate job
growth in other industries (Moretti, 2013). The presence or absence of these jobs, and
the concentrations of these industries, is a driver for the local jobmarket. Recent
trends suggest thatmany roles in this �ield no longer require a traditional four-year
college degree. Many candidates are hired based on competency, with alternative
educational routes like associate degrees,tech boot camps, and certi�ication courses
becoming increasingly viable pathways. This lowered barrier to entry is part of the
appeal, o�ering high-paying opportunities without the necessity of a prolonged and
often expensive educational commitment, and opening up access to remote training
opportunities for rural residents.
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Like the period of industrialization that occurred in the 19th and early 20th
centuries, technological advances and automation continue to increase productivity
and ef�iciency acrossmany industries. Automation changes the jobs people do, the
skills workers need to be successful, the structure of work arrangements, and the
wayworkers engagewith technology. Although automation can contribute
signi�icant economic gains, research has shown that it often is accompanied by
increases in inequality, and that exposure to automation risk has been associated
with negative health outcomes (Acemoglu & Restrepo, 2022; Gueorguiev &Nakatani,
2021; Patel et al., 2018). This is particularly of concern in rural communities where a
greater share of the workforce is employed in jobs at risk of automation, andwhere
more jobs have a higher risk of automation.

By 2030, the sectorsmost susceptible to automation include: accommodation and
food services, manufacturing, transportation andwarehousing, agriculture, retail,
andmining (Brookings). Themajority of jobs in these sectors involvemany routine
tasks, making themprime targets for automation. There is also a relationship
between educational attainment and automation risk. Populations with a greater
share of residents who hold a college degree or higher tend to be less vulnerable to
the adverse impacts of automation compared to areas with low educational
attainment.

Rural higher educational attainment lags that ofmetro populations, with roughly
14% of the rural population holding a bachelor’s degree or higher compared to 24%
of themetro population (ACS 5-year estimates 2017-2021). These conditions add up
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to nearly half (48%) of rural jobs being at high risk of automation (CORI analysis of
Frey and Osborne (2017), & 2022 BLS).Within the rural workforce, workers of color
aremost vulnerable to automation, with 63% of jobs held by Black andHispanic
workers at risk of automation, compared to between 44-47% of jobs held by
Hispanic, Native American, and Blackworkers nationally.

The automation trends that risk impacting rural workers also highlight an
opportunity in the increasing potential of technology-focused jobs. As traditional
sectors in rural areas evolve due to automation, the innovation industries, and tech
in particular, present an alternative for economic prosperity and revitalization. The
growth in tech employment has had a critical impact on economic development
because technology and technological advances are generally at the heart ofmany
knowledge economy activities (Moretti, 2013). Additionally, studies have found that
each tech job leads to the creation of three to �ive additional jobs in the local
economy, an outcome referred to as the “multiplier e�ect” (Bartik & Sotherland,
2019). This helps to expand demand across the broader local economy— including
retail, restaurants, and healthcare—which leads to increased employment in those
sectors as well. Research has shown that overall earnings are positively correlated
with the percentage of the county population employed in tech jobs (Moretti, 2013).

Currently, the industries that comprise the highest shares of the rural economy—
for example, hospitality, retail, and education— have among the lowest average
annual earnings. While only 1.1% of rural workers were employed in computer and
math occupations in 2022, these workers earnedmore on average than 86.3% of
rural workers in other occupations that year (BLS).
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Not only do these lower wages present their own economic hardship, but these jobs
often do not have themultiplier e�ects that tech jobs have in terms of stimulating
greater job creation (Moretti, 2013).

It is important to note that an area having a high share of employment in jobs that
are likely to be impacted by technology does notmean that the area is destined for
economic decline. Increased automation and reliance on technologies will require
workers in these areas to increase their technical and specialized skills. The risks to
communities, however, lie in the potential inability of a region to help workersmake
this transition.

If workers are unable to access training, either through their employer or the
workforce system, theymay not be able to adjust to the new demands of jobs being
impacted by automation, or to shift into a new occupation that is complemented by
technology and automation. This dynamic can erode both business andworker
productivity, making the region less competitive and susceptible to economic
decline.

In addressing these widening rural-urban economic disparities, it is essential for
policy and resource allocation to adapt and not solely focus on attractingmore of the
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same kinds of jobs being replaced. By embracing diversity in economic strategies
and fostering local innovation, we can empower rural areas to thrive in the rapidly
evolving knowledge economy. Rural Development Hubs provide amodel for what
this kind of place-based and people-centered economic development planning
could entail. Thismodel involves organizations anchored in a community
collaborating with people and organizations across a region to promote inclusive
wealth, enhance local capacity by identifying existing community assets, and
aligning those assets withmarket demand.

Equitable distribution andaccessibility of key ingredients for
knowledge economy
There are important drivers necessary to build and sustain knowledge economies, and tech
economies in particular. These include a workforce with particular skills and investment
opportunities for scalable entrepreneurial ventures that could expand job opportunities. But
access to these drivers of tech economies is not equitably distributed between rural and
nonrural communities.

Distribution:Where are the jobs located

In the last 40 years, the knowledge economy has created incredible prosperity for a
speci�ic subset of the population, but the overwhelmingmajority of tech jobs have
become concentrated in large cities. In rural communities, we see lower
concentrations of both the knowledge economy jobs broadly, and the tech jobs in
particular, that have drivenmuch of the economic growth in large cities (Moretti,
2013; ). Between 2010 and 2022, 98% of computer andmath jobs, an occupation
category often used to estimate tech jobs, were created inmetro areas (ACS).
Relative to their share of the population, large centralmetropolitan areas still hold a
disproportionate share of the nation’s tech employment, a reality that deprives rural
workers and communities of the bene�its they provide
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Many of these jobs have been accessible primarily to white, college-educated people,
a trend that also bears out across rural communities— shown above as non-core
andmicropolitan counties—where 85% of rural America's techworkers are white
and 71% aremen (2018 ACS). But these tech jobs are neither evenly distributed nor
equally accessible across rural America. Counties with a disproportionately large
white population have signi�icantly higher shares of tech employment than counties
with disproportionately large shares of other races and ethnicities.

These intersections of race and place further illuminate disparities. Rural residents,
and especially rural communities of color, have less access to the job stability and
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economic opportunity that come directly from tech employment. Andwithout tech
employment, rural communitiesmiss out on the secondary bene�its that come from
having these types of jobs because the economic growth these jobs create also drives
the creation of other jobs within an ecosystem (Moretti, 2013).

Yet, where tech jobs are able to grow is verymuch tied to investment and to the
location of strategic assets that support these industries. These jobs are the
outcomes of a system of resources and infrastructure that wewill discuss in
following sections.When economic opportunities are limited over generations of
disinvestment, as has been the case formany rural communities as described in the
previous section on historical context, these necessary assets become rarer and
requiremore intentional investment to repair (Frederick &Ortiz, 2020).

This disinvestment is often apparent in another economic outcome: persistent
poverty, also known as generational poverty. Of all the U.S. counties that have
experienced persistent poverty since 1990, at least 80% have been rural, andwithin
these rural counties, 25% have a non-whitemajority population (CORI calculation
using Census & ACS ). The economic disparities between racial and ethnic groups
living in rural geographies can sometimes be obscured by small population sizes,
which is why it is important to look at the di�erences in the magnitude of these
disparities. For example, although theNative Americans and AlaskanNatives only
make up about 2% of the overall rural population, they represent 6% of the overall
rural population living in persistent poverty counties (2021 ACS).
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The rural Black population experiences persistent poverty at the highest rate of all
racial and ethnic groups, with over 21% living in persistent poverty counties in 2021
despite onlymaking up 7.8% of the overall rural population (ACS). The Economic
Innovation Group’s recent report �inds that persistent poverty ismore than just a
concentration of people experiencing poverty, but rather it creates regions that
perpetuate poverty and increase su�ering acrossmany di�erent socioeconomic
indicators such as poor health outcomes,more exposure to violence, higher stress,
higher detachment from the labormarket, and others (Benzow et al., 2022).

Although the polarization of opportunity has been playing out across all types of
geographies, rural places are often dropped from the conversation entirely. Rural
workers oftenmustmove to urban areas or commute long distances to access job
opportunities inmetropolitan areas. There is also research that suggests that college
graduates with student loan debt have beenmore likely to leave rural areas and
move to cities, and that a higher debt burden increases the likelihood of this
outcome (Tabit &Winters, 2019).
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This contributes to brain drain, whichwe can see inmeasures like the “stay rate” of
young people, the percentage of 26-year-olds living in the same regionwhere they
livedwhen theywere 16. Rural 26-year-olds are signi�icantly less likely to live in the
same regionwhere they grew up than those who grew up in or closer to ametro area.

Populationmovement is not in and of itself a problem, but when there is a continued
net loss of young or highly educated residents it can pose a risk to rural economies
through loss of workers, shrinking tax base, and smaller consumer base for local
businesses (ChangeLab Solutions, 2023).

Access to knowledge economy inputs

What would it take to bringmore of these tech employment opportunities to rural
places? Knowledge economies require certain inputs in order to grow and thrive,
such as a highly educated and skilled workforce, capital and the networks and
infrastructure throughwhich to deploy it, a host of specialized services, andmore.
Many rural areas have laggedmetropolitan areas in their access to these key inputs
necessary to build a tech-based economy. Although there aremany important
ingredients for successful knowledge hubs, wewill focus on three key categories of
inputs: access to �inancial capital in the form of investment, human capital in the
form of specialized education and training, and broadband infrastructure.

Venture capital investment

Venture capital is a form of �inancing often used to invest in new businesses that
have high growth potential. This is an important ingredient for knowledge
economies, and for tech economies in particular, because it can accelerate
employment and GDP growth via support for tech-based startups (Parhankangas,
2012). Historically, venture capital has been highly concentrated in urban areas.
Research shows that venture capital �irms have traditionally invested in very limited
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geographies— those closest to their of�ices— and aremore likely to invest in areas
where they have strong social networks (Cummings & Dai, 2010; Moretti, 2013). This
has translated to less investment outside of a small handful of innovation hubs,
limiting a key resource required to create new economic opportunities in rural
America.

We can see evidence of this disparity in where the lion’s share of venture capital
investment goes. Metropolitan areas received 99% of venture capital dollars in 2018,
andwhen the �ive highest-grossingmetropolitan areas are removed from this
calculation, a di�erence of 37% still exists between rural counties and all other
metro areas.

At the same time, businesses headquartered in rural America, home to 14% of the
population, received only 0.6% of venture capital dollars. In 2018, rural areas
received just $120 of venture capital dollars per capita, while nonrural areas received
$568 per capita (SEC FormD, Population andHousing Unit Estimates).

Despite the traditional patterns of venture capital �irms investing close to home, the
COVID-19 pandemic appears to have shifted these dynamics and data suggests that
access to venture capital is expanding in rural areas.

U.S. companies received $153 billion in venture capital funding in 2018 and $233.2
billion in 2022— a 52% increase.
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During that time, rural companies increased their venture capital funding by 338%,
from$891million to $3.9 billion, an increase thatmore than doubled their share of
venture capital funding, from0.6% of total funding in 2018 to 1.7% in 2022 (SEC Form
D). These venture-backed businesses o�er an opportunity for rural workers to gain
an ownership stake in business. Startups are generally recommended to set
10%-20% of company equity aside for employees in an Employee Stock Ownership
Plan (ESOP), giving employees a way to bene�it directly from a company's �inancial
success as the company grows (Dudley & Rouen, 2021). Increasing venture-funded
rural startup activity would expand the potential opportunity for rural workers to
bene�it �inancially from the success of scalable local tech startups.

Specializedworkforce pipeline

Computer andmath occupations are projected to have the second-highest growth
(behind healthcare support) of all occupation groups in the U.S. from 2021 to 2031, an
increase— 15.5%— that is expected to be nearly three times greater than overall
employment growth (5.3%) in that same period (BLS).With the knowledge economy
driving somuch of our country’s economic growth, the expertise and abilities of our
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workforce ismore important than ever— and thatmakes training and education a
vital economic development concern.

However, we know that access to and quality of education are not distributed evenly
in this country.We can see this in howmuch farther rural residents need to travel in
order to reach higher education institutions that o�er tech training. These distances
alsomean thatmany rural communitiesmiss out on the bene�its of being located
near higher education institutions, places that often serve as hubs for innovation,
talent, and funding.

Communities that exist in education deserts, de�ined as living at least 25miles from
a higher education institution, have lower levels of educational attainment and
lowermedian family incomes compared to those locatedwithin 25miles of such
institutions (Rosenbloom&Blagg 2018). And rural Americans are farmore likely to
live in these education deserts: Only 51% of the rural population is locatedwithin a
30-minute drive of a public institution that o�ers a tech degree, comparedwith 93%
of the nonrural population. Andwhen it comes to accessing private institutions
o�ering tech degrees, this number drops to only 25% of the rural population (2021
IPEDS).

When examined by race and ethnicity, the data suggests that rural Hispanic and
Native American and AlaskanNative communities are the least likely to be located
within reasonable driving distance from higher education institutions with tech
programs— �indings that are consistent with research showing that a
disproportionate share of the Native American population live in education deserts
(Rosenbloom&Blagg, 2018).
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Even at the high school level, rural residents have fewer opportunities to access tech
training opportunities, highlighting rural areas' delayed ability to fully participate in
the knowledge economy. The chart below shows how access to high school computer
science classes in rural schools is outpaced bymetro schools:

Lower educational attainment rates in rural regions, alongwith limited access to
specialized skill sets in rural labor pools, hasmade it harder for innovation clusters
to form inmany rural regions. But the tech industry’s acceptance of a growing array
of alternative skilling pathways has rendered the sectormore accessible to
nontraditional learners, allowing a broader range of individuals to participate and
thrive in tech roles.
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Broadband infrastructure.

Broadband access is tied to a host of economic bene�its including increases in per
capita GDP, higher rates of business formation, increased property values, andmore
(Campbell et al, 2022; Edquist, 2022;Whitacre et al., 2014). However, key broadband
infrastructure has been slow to reach rural places, delaying their access to one of
themost important resources in a world increasingly dependent on information
technology for economic growth and activity. This digital divide hinders rural
communities' ability to participate in the knowledge economy, limiting
opportunities in remote work, online education, telemedicine, and
entrepreneurship (Henry-Nickie & Seo, 2022; Korostelina & Barrett, 2023).

Rural infrastructure inef�iciencies are well-documented and recognized by rural
development leaders (Campbell et al, 2022). And until historic funding
commitmentsmade after the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, federal policy had
not e�ectively incentivized or intervened in privatemarket provision, leaving
millions of rural individuals unserved or underserved. As a result, rural areas have
been systematically disadvantaged bymissing out on the economic and social
bene�its that comewith broadband connectivity (Whitacre et al., 2014; Henry-Nickie
& Seo, 2022; ).

While nonrural access to broadband— de�ined by the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) as at least 25Mbps download and 3Mbps upload speeds— has
exceeded 94% since 2014, rural broadband access stood at just 65% in 2014 and only
reached 92% in 2020 (FCC Form 477 & FCC sta� estimates). When disaggregated by
both geography and race/ethnicity, data shows the digital divide is evenmore
pronounced.
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As shown above, amuch higher portion of the rural communities with the highest
Native American or Alaska Native, or Black populations continue to lack access to
broadband, and consistently have had the least access since 2014. It should be noted
that there are limitations to FCC data which often represent an overcount of true
broadband access due to their collectionmethods (Henry-Nickie & Seo, 2022)

There is also debate over what should be counted as the threshold for broadband
speeds that constitutemeaningful access. Many critics have argued that the current
federal threshold as set by the FCC is insuf�icient for the demands of contemporary
internet use, like remote work or online classes (Velazco, 2022; Robinson, 2023;
Henry-Nickie & Seo, 2022). If we look at broadband access using a higher speed
threshold— 100/20Mbps instead of 25/3—we see that despite these recent gains in
access a considerable portion of the rural population is still underserved and the
racial disparities are evenmore pronounced. Even this speed, however, is below the
symmetrical 100/100Mbps speeds capable through �iber-optic networks thatmany
people in the �ield are pushing for, and that new projects are prioritizing.
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Within rural counties with the highest concentrations of Native American or Alaska
Native residents, almost half the populationwas either completely unserved or was
underserved by broadband access in 2020 (FCC Form 477 & ACS).

Broadband’s role as a vital economic resourcemeans that its absence often indicates
communities are at a disadvantage and potentially subjected to discriminatory
practices and policies. This lack of access can be seen as punitive and as “...distinctive
rural forms of digital disadvantage and vulnerability which take shapewithin and in
turn create a variety of di�erent forms of social, economic and cultural
disadvantage” (Roberts et al., 2022). Furthermore, the lack of reliable broadband
exacerbates the challenge of developing a techworkforce when individuals don’t
have a connection that allows them to participate in online, streaming-intensive
tech talent development training programs.

Taken together, this critical infrastructure, alongwith access to �inancial capital and
human capital development through access to education and training, represent
just a few of the resources needed to strengthen and diversify rural economies. In
order to support rural development and new rural businesses through start up and
scaling, rural Americamust be a priority formore equitable, targeted, and flexible
investment.
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Procedural fairness: Bridging the policy gaps for
future-focused knowledge economies
The current state of rural development lacks a cohesive strategy for economic growth
that connects various federal programs. Private markets alone fall short in providing
the essential infrastructure needed in rural areas, underscoring the crucial role of
policy intervention. In this section, we explore how federal rural development policy
remains closely tied to agriculture, which has led to uneven distribution and limited
accessibility of resources derived from these programs. Additionally, we examine the
barriers faced by certain regions.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is responsible for the vastmajority of
federal programming that serves rural regions with additional rural-serving
programs �iltered acrossmyriad other federal departments. The result is an
uncoordinated patchwork ofmore than 400 federal programs for economic and
community development available to rural communities (Rassmussen, 1985; Pipa &
Geismar, 2020). Despite what would seem like a considerable investment in rural
development, there remains no uni�ied strategy for rural economic growth that
connects these federal programs. Programs are oftenmisaligned or hard to access,
preventing rural communities from getting what they need to invest in their own
economic futures and e�ectively limiting the amount of federal grants they receive.

It has also long been the case that a large number of the federal programs designed
to support rural economies are heavily skewed toward agriculture, undermining
rural communities’ ability to invest in and prepare for the knowledge economy (Pipa
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&Geismar, 2020; Pipa &Geismar, 2022; Ajilore &Willingham, 2022). Historically,
many of these economic development interventions that were intended to help the
agricultural sector went to landowners and not to the laborers themselves,
contributing to a concentration of rural poverty (Breathitt, 1967; Ajilore &
Willingham, 2022).

For example, the Farmers HomeAdministration, a USDA agency created under the
NewDeal for poverty alleviation, was not extended to non-farm households until
1961, at which time only about 1/3 of the rural population still lived on farms (Ajilore
&Willingham, 2022; USDA, 2005). Past policy discrimination against rural workers,
particularly in these worker-protection laws, has contributed to the socioeconomic
divide wewitness today. Farm laborers not onlymissed out on the bene�its of certain
poverty-reduction policies but were also excluded fromworker-friendlymeasures
such asminimum-wage laws and the right to unionize (Breathitt, 1967; Ajilore &
Willingham, 2022). This vulnerability left them to face poor working conditions,
inadequate living wages, and regional concentrations of rural poverty that have
continued across generations.

Although the scope ofmany of these programs has expanded beyond agricultural
support, the overarching goals and programmatic infrastructure remain focused on
support for agriculture, natural resource extraction, and, to some extent,
manufacturing— all industries that have been hit hard by automation (Ajilore &
Willingham, 2022). Many of these policies also disproportionately hurt rural people
of color, even today (Ajilore &Willingham, 2022; Benzow et al., 2022).

Many landmarkNewDeal programswere implemented during periods of explicit
segregation and racial exclusion, and have long-standing histories of racial
discrimination,meaning that, of the resources set aside for rural communities,
Black, Hispanic, Native American, Latino, and Asian populations were functionally
barred from accessing them. Today, the legacies of these discriminatory policies are
still visible, perpetuating disparities between di�erent groups. For example, the
USDA is facing a number of lawsuits for both racial and gender-based
discrimination (CRS, 2013; Bustillo, 2023). Another example is the complex legal and
regulatory landscape that the federal government established aroundNative
American reservations, which some have argued result in signi�icant barriers to
entrepreneurship and economic growth (Lofthouse &McKinley, 2022).

In their brief “Advancing Rural Prosperity,” ChangeLab Solutions describe the critical
importance of addressingwhat they call the “push factors,” the socioeconomic
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challenges that drive people out of a rural place, and the “pull factors,” the
socioeconomic opportunities that can help to retain and attract people to rural
communities. It is critical to recognize the key role that policy and history play in
these push and pull factors for rural areas.We have already discussed the role of
persistent poverty as both an important outcome of regional disinvestment and as a
driver of disconnected rural labormarkets and economic distress. For policymakers,
persistent poverty has served as an “alarm bell” signaling that there is a signi�icant
breakdown to be addressed in a region’s economy in order for the socioeconomic
opportunities of these populations to improve (Benzow et al., 2022).

As we look to the future, a shift in the prevailing narrative among policymakers is
essential. For too long, rural areas have been overshadowed by outdated
assumptions, reinforced by policy decisions, that diminish the degree to which they
can embrace the knowledge-based and tech sectors. In today's interconnected
digital age, these preconceptions are rapidly becoming obsolete.With the expansion
of information and communication technologies and the infusions of funding to
bridge the infrastructure gap, there's a newfound opportunity to champion the
21st-century potential of rural regions.

Recognizing that privatemarkets alone cannot adequately address the deep-rooted
issues of persistent poverty and the unique challenges faced by rural communities,
policymakersmust play an active role in ensuring that economic growth leads to
meaningful improvements in the quality of life for all. Economic growth alone is
insuf�icient; it requires strategic interventions and investments with an inclusive
and equitable focus. Now,more than ever, it is crucial that we capitalize on this
momentum to position rural communities to fully participate in the gains of the
knowledge economy and tech sector. Policymakers and community leadersmust
work together to create the right incentives and opportunities to foster inclusive
economic development, regardless of an individual's race, place of birth, or wealth.
This collaborative approach is essential to build thriving and resilient rural
communities for the future.

Looking forward
The economic realities faced by rural communities have had signi�icant social
consequences. Understanding these economic realities as consequences of
geographic and racial inequities allows us to better grasp the urgent need for
targeted interventions and equitable policies. These interventions and policies
should involve rural communities at the table during all stages, including design,
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implementation, and evaluation of programs. Theymust also address the root
causes of these disparities to ensure that rural communities have equal access to
resources, opportunities, and the bene�its of economic growth.

Examining the issue of the economic opportunity gap between rural and nonrural
communities through an equity lens shows us that these disparities are not a result
of the failure of rural areas or the potential abilities of their residents. Analyzing the
historical context of this issue reveals that past e�orts to alleviate rural poverty and
support workers did not equip themwith the skills and support structures needed to
transition into emerging industries.We have been here before. Just as rural
electri�ication initiatives enabled rural areas to transition tomanufacturing as
agriculture evolved, broadband access can have a similar transformative impact
today. However, simply providing infrastructure doesn't guarantee high-paying jobs
in the tradable economy, high-growth-potential startups, or an equitable
distribution of opportunities within communities. will emerge on their own.

Today, the geographic distribution of high-paying tech jobs in urban areas and
limited access to these jobs in rural areas puts the economic challenges faced by
rural residents into perspective, especially communities of color, when it comes to
accessing labormarkets that could providemore �inancial stability. A look into the
policy and programmatic landscape of rural development highlights the need for
more equitable government intervention to bridge infrastructure gaps and provide
equal investment opportunities in rural areas.

There are signs ofmomentum and growing opportunity that will allow rural
communities to participate in and bene�it from the knowledge economy. Rural
communities are establishing new hubs for innovationwith coworking spaces that
combine access to broadband, entrepreneurship resources, tech training, and
flexible of�ice space, transforming rural downtowns. And federal policy has the
potential to close the digital divide with historic investments in broadband
infrastructure poised to signi�icantly close the broadband access gap.

But providing equitable infrastructure doesn't ensure future job quality. Relying on
remote work, without a focus on fostering new knowledge- and tech-based
businesses in rural areas, won't be enough to catalyze signi�icant community wealth
and could result in a contemporary iteration of the low-wage challenges rural
workforces faced during the transition tomanufacturing. Policies should promote
local investment, community engagement, and collaboration, while addressing
systemic inequalities and diversifying economic activities for resilience.
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New programs funded through the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act , the
American Rescue Plan Act, the Inflation Reduction Act, and the CHIPS Act are
creating opportunities for rural communities to access federal support to train local
workers for future-focused jobs and build tech startup ecosystems, networks of
di�erent but related resources and programs that support tech economies at a
systems level. In particular, place-based economic development programs o�er
pathways for rural communities to bene�it from technological change by becoming
hubswhere new technology is developed and commercialized. It should be noted
however that under-resourced rural communities often face signi�icant challenges
in navigating and applying for federal economic development programs, despite the
potential these programs hold for transformative change (Ajilore &Willingham,
2022).

These programs and initiatives are examples of where we can start to focus our
attempts to solve these economic disparities with an equity lens. As we transition
into an era dominated by knowledge and,more speci�ically, tech economies, we
must ensure that we don't repeat themistakes of the past.We have a unique
opportunity to ensure rural America isn't just an observer but an active contributor
to and bene�iciary of these economic drivers.

By implementing inclusive policies and programs, we canwork toward amore
equitable distribution of economic growth and opportunity, ensuring that rural
communities are not simply left behind— but instead given the chance to transform
into thriving participants in the knowledge and tech economies that are driving
growth in the 21st century.
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De�initions
● Persistent poverty:Counties withmore than 20% of the population living in poverty

over the last 30 years

● Convergence: Economic convergence describes the phenomenon that poorer
regions tend to catch upwith wealthier ones over time in terms of economic growth.
It suggests that economies that start at a lower level of development will experience
faster growth rates compared to economies that are already advanced. The
expansion of the production economy created “convergence” across U.S. regions in
which poorer and less developed areas of the U.S. grew at a faster rate thanmore
developed areas, closing the economic divide. This convergence helped build
prosperous rural communities across the country where employment andwealth
were generated throughmanufacturing, natural resource extraction, and agriculture.
(Center on Rural Innovation, "Automation," 2022)

● Agglomeration: Agglomeration e�ects emergewhenworkers and �irms experience
unique bene�its when located in close proximity to one another.When
agglomeration economies are in e�ect, businesses becomemore productive because
they are able to share infrastructure and resources. As businesses in a region become
more productive, the region attracts skilled workers seeking higher wages and
broader employment opportunities. This increased access to talent, in turn,makes
businessesmore productive and spurs the creation of new �irms (or relocation of
existing �irms), adding value to the economy. These dynamics can result in an
evolving cycle of economic development. (Center on Rural Innovation, "Automation,"
2022)

● Knowledge economy: An economic system inwhich knowledge, skills, and
intellectual property are themain sources of economic growth and competitiveness.
It is characterized by a high level of investment in education, research and
development, and the production of knowledge-intensive goods and services.

● Tech economy: An economic system inwhich technology-based industries are the
primary drivers of growth and innovation. It is characterized by a strong focus on
research and development, digitalization, and the adoption of new technologies.

● Tech jobs: Tech jobs are occupations directly involved in building andmaintaining
computer, automation, and information technologies. These jobs include software
engineers, cybersecurity analysts, IT specialists, data scientists, and network
engineers. These occupations are found bothwithin tech companies— businesses
primarily focused on building and selling technology— aswell as in non-tech
employers likemanufacturers, hospitals, and government. (Center on Rural
Innovation, "Tech Employment Landscape," 2022)
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● Tradable services: Tradable services can be sold to customers outside of the local
economy, and these include banking, �inance, consulting, tourism, and technology

● Cycle of poverty (aka poverty trap): The set of factors and circumstances that
perpetuate poverty across generations, making it dif�icult for individuals and
families to break free from economic hardship

● Equity lens:Approaching somethingwith an equity lens involves analyzing and
interpreting the content with a focus on promoting fairness, justice, and equal
opportunities for all groups involved. This approach recognizes that systemic
obstacles, biases, or imbalancesmay impact di�erent groups in uniqueways. By
reading through an equity lens, the aim is to identify these disparities and their
causes in order to achieve amore balanced understanding of the issue, and a better
foundation uponwhich to build solutions that center justice and equity for all groups.

● Digital divide: The gap between individuals, households, businesses, or geographic
areas in terms of their access to and use of information and communication
technologies, particularly the internet.

● Brain drain: The net population loss of college-educated young people and
prime-ageworkers from rural areas as �inancial and social pressures push them into
larger labormarkets, generally inmore populated urban areas.

● Tech startup ecosystem:Anetwork of organizations aligned around supporting
innovation of tech startups by contributing resources and services. (Center on Rural
Innovation, "Tech Employment Landscape," 2022)
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